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Raspberry Pi for Secret AgentsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Turn your Raspberry Pi into your very own secret agent toolbox with this set of exciting projects!


	Overview

	
		Detect an intruder on camera and set off an alarm
	
		Listen in or record conversations from a distance
	
		Find out what the other computers on your network are up to

...
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FreeSWITCH 1.6 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 45 practical recipes to empower you with the latest FreeSWITCH 1.6 features


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to create a fast and secure messaging and telephony system with FreeSWITCH
	
		Trap all the common functionalities of the telephony platform using popular communication protocols

...
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Patterns in Java, Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 1999
Mark Grand's Patterns in Java, Volume 2 offers a grab bag of 50 reusable patterns for Java developers. Together, these patterns can improve your graphical user interface (GUI) design, testing, and the overall robustness of your next Java project.
 After a short introduction to patterns and UML (unified modeling language) basics, the...
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TCP/IP Sockets in C#: Practical Guide for ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"TCP/IP sockets in C# is an excellent book for anyone interested in writing network applications using Microsoft .Net frameworks. It is a unique combination of well written concise text and rich carefully selected set of working examples. For the beginner of network programming, it's a good starting book; on the other hand professionals could...
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Advanced Express Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	For experienced JavaScript developers this book is all you need to build highly scalable, robust applications using Express. It takes you step by step through the development of a single page application so you learn empirically.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to build scalable, robust, and reliable web applications...
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Interconnect-Centric Design for Advanced SOC and NOC (Mathematics and Its Applications)Springer, 2004
In Interconnect-centric Design for Advanced SoC and NoC, we have tried to create a comprehensive understanding about on-chip interconnect characteristics, design methodologies, layered views on different abstraction levels and finally about applying the interconnect-centric design in system-on-chip design.  Traditionally, on-chip communication...
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Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment, 3rd EditionAddison Wesley, 2013

	For more than twenty years, serious C programmers have relied on one book for practical, in-depth knowledge of the programming interfaces that drive the UNIX and Linux kernels: W. Richard Stevens’   Advanced Programming in the UNIX® Environment  . Now, once again, Rich’s colleague Steve...
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